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It is proved that given an EOL form F with one nonterminal and one terminal (a so-called 
{$a}-EOL form) it is decidable whether or not F is good. As a corollary we prove that for a 
good {S, a}-EOL form F such that L(F) #0 either F is vomplete or L(F) = {a}. 
Introduction 
Decidability problems constitute one of the central topics in formal language 
theory. In the theory of grammatical similarity, in particular the theory of EOL 
forms, a lot of decidability questions arise. Some of them are proved to be decid- 
able, e.g., m-completeness for some subclass of EOL forms (see [2] and [3]), simula- 
tions of one EOL form by another EOL form (see [6], [7] and [S]), vompleteness 
of EOL forms (see [17]). Other problems turn out to be undecidable, e.g., the 
x-form equivalence problem where x is the full uniform interpretation mechanism 
(see [ll]) or the nonterminal fixed mechanism (see [16]). By now many problems are 
open or only partially solved, e.g., the completeness problem (see [5]) and the form 
equivalence problem (see [lo]) for EOL forms (under the ordinary interpretation 
mechanism as defined in [lo]). 
In this paper we attack the following problem: for an EOL form F is it decidable 
whether or not F is good. Goodness of EOL forms is first defined in [ 121 and further 
studied in [13]. In [12] also examples of good and bad EOL forms are given. A lot 
of conditions on EOL forms which imply badness are given in the literature (see [l], 
[4], [13], [IS] and [18]). We will concentrate on {S,a}-EOL forms, i.e., EOL forms 
with one nonterminal and one terminal. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall some basics of the theory 
of EOL systems and forms and give some basic conditions which must hold in a 
good EOL form. In the following sections we study several subclasses of {S, a}-EOL 
forms separately, i.e., terminal propagating forms in Section 2, terminal erasing 
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initial forcing free forms in Section 3 and terminal erasing initial forcing forms in 
Section 4. Finally in Section 5 we prove that given an (&a}-EOL form F it is 
decidable whether or not F is good. As a corollary we also prove that for a good 
(S, a}-EOL form F such that L(F) #0 either F is vomplete or L(F) = (a}. 
1. Preliminaries and basic results 
We assume the reader to be familiar with the basics of L systems (see, e.g., [9] 
and [14]) and L forms (see [IB]). To establish the notations used throughout the 
paper we recall the central notions of the theory. First of all we recall the definition 
of an EOL form. 
Definitions. An EOL form (system) F will be denoted as F= (K_Z, P, S) where I/ is 
its total alphabet, 2 is its terminal alphabet, SE V \Z is its axiom, and P is its set 
of productions. 
F is called a propagating EOL form, abbreviated as EPOL form, if the right hand 
side of every production of F differs from the empty word, /1. 
F is called an (S,a}-EOL form, {S,a}-form for short, if #(V\Z)= #Z= 1. As 
usual we write Q * x to denote an element of P and we write a ; x to abbreviate 
that a + x belongs to P. 
Furthermore, we use ; to denote the derivation relation induced by P; the 
symbols 
k sk >k 
‘9 *, 
F F 




have the usual meaning. To avoid cumbersome notation we will often omit the 
specification F below the arrow. 
F is called synchronized if for every a E Z, 9 : x implies XC$ Z*. 
The language of F is denoted by L(F). 0 
EOL forms are used to define language families as follows. 
Definitions. A substitution p defined on some alphabet d is called a df-substitution 
(disjoint finite letter-substitution) if ~(a) is a finite set of symbols for each cued 
and p(a)O&?)=O for a#/3,cr,/3~d. 
For a dfl-substitution p and a set of productions P, we define 
p(P) = {Y, -+J5:x* ; ~2~~1 EII(XI) and Y~EEI(XZ)I. 
Let F=(KZ, P,S) be an EOL form and ,U a dfl-substitution on V. Further let 
F’=(V’,Z’, P’,S’) be an EOL system such that 
(i) for every (TE V\Z, y(a) C V’\Z‘, 
(ii) for every aEZ, p(a) CZ’, 
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(iii) P’C p(P), 
(iv) S’Ep(S). 
Then F’ is called an interpretation of F (module ,u), abbreviated as F’aF(p). 
The language family of F, denoted Y(F), is defined by Y(F)= (L(F’): F’aF}. 
Two EOL forms Fl and F2 are called form equivalent if Y(F,) = Y(F2). 0 
We mostly use the name ‘form’ whenever we discuss properties concerning lan- 
guage families, and the name ‘system’ whenever we discuss properties concerning 
languages. 
In the paper we often deal with derivations. 
Definitions. Let F = (K 2, P, S) be an EOL system. A derivation in F (starting from 
x0) is a sequence of words (x0, x1, . . . ,x,,), n L I such that 
x0 * Xl, 
F 
x1 * $2, .*.,X,-l ; x,7 
F 
together with a precise description of how all occurrences in xi are rewritten to 
obtain xi+ 1, OS isn - 1. Such a description can be formalized (see, e.g., [14]). We 
depict a derivation D by 
D: xo;xl; “‘F’Xn. 
D is called clean nonterminal and we denote 
D: x0 : x,, 
cnt 
if for O<i<n, alphx;n(V\Z)#0. 
Each occurrence of a letter in every word from {x0, .. . ,x,} has a unique contri- 
bution to x,, through D; if (Y is an occurrence of a letter in xi, 01 isn, then we use 
ctrD,,a to denote the contribution. 
We also define lhs D = x0, rhs D = x,, alph D = alph x0x, ... x,, trace D = 
{ x09x1, a*., x,} and itrace D= {x,, . . ..x._~}. 
If p: cr ; x, then we also denote lhsp = a and rhs p =x. Cl 
In the paper we often need ‘isolations of derivations’. Given a number of deriva- 
tions Dj (starting from a single symbol) we will construct derivations 0: by re- 
naming all symbols on the intermediate levels using new symbols (and each symbol 
will be used only once). Furthermore lhs 0; (rhs D,! respectively) results from lhs Di 
(rhs Dj respectively) by a dfl-substitution p. Formally we have the following. 
Definitions. Let F = (K Z, P, S) be an EOL form, n 11 and for 1 I i I n, let 0; be 
a derivation in F starting from oj, 
Di: (Yi * Xi.1 * Xi2 * *** *Xi,“,_, *X;, 
F F ‘F F F 9 ! 
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such that GT~EV, njzl and ~;,,=p,,Pj,2.‘.Pj,~, where mjk0 and Pj,jEV for 
lsjlmj. 
Let ,u be a dfl-substitution on 
VI = {~j: l~i~n} U c alphxj,.! 
i=l 
and let d, (A, respectively) be an infinite enumerable alphabet of nonterminals 
(terminals respectively) such that A, n A, = 0 and (A, U A,) tl p( Vi) = 0. 
Then (D;,D;, . . . . DA) is called an isolated derivation tuple of (D1, D2, . . . , D,) 
module ,u if the following conditions hold. 
(i) For 1 I iln, 0; results from Di as follows. Represent Di by its derivation 
tree. Replace now every node label /?, except the labels of the root and the leaves, 
by an element of A, (A, respectively) if /3ez (BE V\E respectively). Replace the 
root label by CX’E~(CX) and for 1 I jrmj, replace the leaf label pj,j by p{j C,U(pj,j). 
(ii) In the above construction no symbol of A, U A, occurs twice (neither within 
one derivation tree nor in different derivation trees). 
We denote 
term(D;,D& . . . . D~)=(~~alphDj)n(~tup(z)), 
nonterm(D;, Di, . . . , Di> = (fiabh4) n (~,uAv\~)). 
Let F=(K!C,P,S) be an EOL form, let n>l and let (D;,D&...,D~) be an iso- 
lated derivation tuple of (D1, D2, . . . ,D,) modulo p where D1, D2, . . . , D, are deriva- 
tions in F (starting from elements of V) such that the following conditions hold: 
(a) Q = (Ihs Di’-+ rhs 0;: 1 I is n) constitutes a complete set of productions, i.e., 
for each a E Un=r alph D;, Q contains an a-production, and 
(b) there exists an i, 1 siz~n, such that Z= lhs D,!E&?). 
Then the EOL form F’= (V’, 27, P’, Z) is said to be based on (D;, D;, . . . , DA) and 
Z if V’= nonterm(D;,D& . . . , DA) U term(D;, 04, . . . , Oh), _X’= term(D;, D;, . . . , DA), 
and P’ equals the set of productions used in D;, Di, . . . ,Dh. 
Observe that if F’ and F are as in the above definition, then F’aF(,n). 0 
We now recall from [12] the notions of goodness and vompleteness, the central 
notions of the present paper. 
Definitions, Let F= (K Z; P, S) be an EOL form. 
F is called good if whenever N is an EOL form such that Y(H) c Y(F), then there 
exists an F’a F with P’(H) = Y(F’). 
If F is not good, F is called bad. 
F is called complete if Y(F) = .Y(EOL). 
F is called vomplete if F is good and complete. 0 
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Recently we have proved that for an EOL form F it is decidable whether or not 
F is vomplete (see [17]). This was possible using both goodness and completeness 
of F. In trying to characterise good EOL forms much more difficulties arise. In the 
literature only few results are known concerning good but not vomplete EOL forms. 
E.g., synchronized EOL forms are bad (see, e.g., [12]) and ‘most’ propagating EOL 
forms are bad (see, e.g., [12]). Perhaps the most useful result in the area is the 
following lemma from [l]. 
Lemma 1.1. Let F=(K/:,P,S) be a good EOL form Tnd let leLS(L(F)), l#O. 
Then there exists a word w E L(F), / WI= I such that w ; w. 0 
The above result only gives information concerning one length at the time. It can 
be generalized if we take two different lengths into account. This way we get the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 1.1. Let F = (V; C, P, S) be a good EOL form and let k, I E LS(L(F)), k, #I, 
k#O, I #O. Then there exists wl, w2e L(F), lwll = k, 1 w21 =I such that either w1 ; w2 
or w2 2 wl. 
F 
Proof. Let F, k and I be as in the statement of the theorem. Then Lemma 1.1 
implies the existence of words wl, w2 E L(F), / wlJ = k, ) wz\ = 1 such that 
wi 3 w, 
F 
and wZ& w,. 
F 
Consider now the following derivations in F. 
SI 
D, : s = WI = ala2”‘ak, S,Ll, ajE2 for lrisk; 
D 
t1 tl 
,+,I: aI * XI, .-.,&,,k: ak * xk9 t, 21, xlx2”‘xk=ala2”‘ak; 
D2: s: w2=/4p2***p,, ~221, pied for llkri; 
D ,+,,I: P, &,,...,D,,,: Pi 2~3 t2r 13 YlY2”‘YI =PlP2’*-PI* 
Let 
A = {al,a2 ,..., ak, a;,a&...,a;, bl,b2 ,..., 6,). 
Let y be the dfl-substitution on V* defined as follows. 
(i) &S)=(S) and for aEV\(ZU{S}), ,u(a)=0. 
(ii) For aeZ, 
Let 
p(a) = {ai:ai=a, Isilk} U{al:ai=a, lrisk} 
U {bi:&=a, Isisl}. 
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be such that 
is an isolated derivation tuple of 
Furthermore for 1 I kl k let EO, : ai * Zi if 
E,,,i: a; * zj 
1, - 1 
* Xi* 
Finally let G be the EOL form based on 
b%Ew,,Av,,2, . . ..Ew.,k,E2,EW2,,,EW2,2, . . ..Ew2..JL,J& . ..J’G.) 
and S. Obviously Ga F. Let V, denote the total alphabet of G. Without loss of 
generality assume that k<l. 
Now let H be the EOL form which for all symbols of Vo \ { S, al, a2, . . . , ak} has 
the same productions as in G. The only S-production of H equals S -+ u where 
S * u is the first derivation step of E,. Furthermore, we have as productions 
al + Z (Z a new symbol), Z -+ o where S * u is the first derivation step of E2 and 
a2+/1,...,ak+/i. 
Obviously L(H)=L(G) and comparing H and G one can easily prove that 
Y(H) c Y(F). Moreover if KEY(H), then {k, l} c LS(K). 
Since F is good, there exists an F’aF(v) such that _!Y(F’) = Y(H). 
If for no pair (ur, u2) of words of L(F’) with lull = k, \u2j =I, u1 $ u2 or u2 2 ulr 
then an interpretation F” of F’ can be constructed, containing a word of length k 
and not a word of length I or containing a word of length I and not a word of length 
k. Since this is impossible, there must exist words ot, u2 EL(F’) with Ior] = k, IuzI= I, 
u1 3 u2 or u2 5 or. Then also 
o-~(u~) G fY1(u2) or uP1(u2) $ u-l(ul) 
F 
and hence the theorem holds. q 
In the seque1 we will often use the following Iemma without an explicit reference 
to it. 
Lemma 1.2. Let k 2 2 be an integer. Let F = (VT?, P, S) and G be EOL forms such 
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that 2’(F) L z!?(G), L(F) = { wl, . . . , wk} and each language of Y(G) contains at least 
k different words. Then there exists a derivation 
D: S $ wi, : w;,: .** * wik ; where (i,, . . . . ik} = (1, . . . . k}. 
Proof. Let F and G be as in the statement of the lemma. Then the lemma is proved 
by contraction. Assume that no derivation in F is like D of the statement of the 
lemma. Then let D1 : S,n$F w be a derivation in F, w E L(F). Let ,ff be a dfl-substitu- 
tion on V defined by p(S) = {S, Z} and p(o) = {a} if a E V\(S). Let E: Z a WI be 
such that (E) is an isolated derivation tuple of (Dl) modulo p. Let P be a deter- 
ministic subset of P (i.e., for each letter QE V fix an a-production). Finally let 
F’ = (V U nonterm U term(E), 2 U term(E), P U p, Z) 
where P denotes the set of productions used in E. Then L(F’) E Y(F) C Y(G) and 
L(P) contains at most (k- 1) different words; a contradiction. Hence the lemma 
holds. q 
For unexplained notions and notations we refer to [9] and [14] for L systems and 
[18] for L forms. 
2. Terminal propagating forms 
As a first class we will investigate terminal propagating forms. They are formally 
defined now. 
Definition. Let F= (V _J?, P, S) be an EOL form. 
F is called terminal propagating if for all a E_J?, a f x implies x#A. 
If F is not terminal propagating, F is called terminal erasing. 0 
For an EOL system to be terminal propagating is a global property whereas the 
propagating restriction is a local property. Clearly using known decision results for 
EOL systems (see, e.g., [14]) for an EOL system F one can easily decide whether 
or not F is terminal propagating. In the case of {S, al-forms the following lemma 
provides us with an easier decision procedure. 
Lemma 2.1. Let F= ({S, a}, (a}, P, S) be an EOL form. Then F is terminal erasing 
if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) a; A. 
(ii) {a -+ S;, S + A} C P for a positive integer i. 
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Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. The ‘if’ part of the lemma is 
trivial. To prove the ‘only if’ part we proceed as follows. Since F is terminal erasing, 
a + A must hold. If a + A is no production of P, clearly S ; A and a 7 S’ for a 
positive integer i. 0 
We will consider now terminal erasing {S, a}-forms. Such a form F can only be 
good if ~~~$~a, s expressed by the following result. 
Lemma 2.2. Let F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a good EOL form such that F is terminal 
propagating and L(F) f 0. 
Then acn$F a. Consequently S ; a or a 2 a. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. Clearly the first sentence implies 
the second sentence. We now prove the first sentence. 
Since L(F)#O, ake L(F) for a positive integer k. Since ak is the only word of 
length k in L(F), Lemma 1.1 implies ak 9 ak for a positive integer m. Then the 
fact that F is terminal propagating yields a F 2 a. Let no be the smallest positive 
integer n such that a 3%. Thus D: a 2 a. We will now prove that D is clean non- 
terminal. If no= 1, acnfFa clearly holds. Therefore assume that no > 1. Then the 
fact that D is clean nonterminal is proved by contradiction. 
For assume to the contrary that 
,q-i 
D: a)a * a 
F 
for integers i, 1 where 1 I i < no. If I< 1 or I> 1, this contradicts the fact that F is ter- 
minal propagating. If l= 1 this contradicts the minimality of no. Thus acIfF a. 0 
Based on the above lemma we are now able to reduce drastically the number of 
terminal propagating {S, a}-forms which eventually can be good EOL forms. We 
have the following result. 
Lemma 2.3. Let F = ({S, a>, {a}, P, S) be a good EOL form such that F is terminal 
propagating and L(F) # 0. Then L(F) = {a}. 
Proof. (1) Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. Let k be a positive integer 
such that Scn$Fak. (Such a k must exist otherwise L(F) =0.) We will prove that 
k E { 1,2}. From Lemma 2.2 we get ac”$Fa. Let 
D1 : k 
kiFa ’ 
D2: a .n+F a 
and let p be the identity on {S, a}*. Let E,: S 2 ak, E,: a s a be such that (E,, E2) 
is an isolated derivation tuple of (D,, D2) modulo p. Finally let G be the EOL form 
based on (E,, E,) and S. Clearly G a F and L(G) = {a} E Y(F). 
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We will now prove by contradiction that k~ (1,2}. Assume that /cl 3. Consider 
the EOL form 
H: S+abakp2, a-+/i, b-+c2dkw2, c+N, d-+N, N+N. 
Clearly L(H) = {abakp2, c2dkw2 ) and Y(H) c Y(F). Then the goodness of F im- 
plies the existence of F” a F’a F such that S!(F) c _Y(F’) = P(H) and L(F”) = L(H). 
Observe that each language of Y(H) contains at least two words, one which is 
an interpretation of abak-2 and another which is an interpretation of c2dkm2. 
Hence either 
abak-2 & ,2dk-2 
F” 
or c2dkp2i abake 
for a positive integer t. Since F is terminal propagating, also F” is. If 
abak-2 ; ,2dk-2 
F” 
, then aI c, bi c 
and thus abake=+ ck, which contradicts the fact that L(F”)=L(H). If 
c2dke2$ abakp2, then c$ a, dj a 
and thus c2dkv2 F$ ak, which contradicts the fact that L(F”) =L(H). Thus k E {I, 2). 
(2) As a next step we will prove by contradiction that L(F) cannot contain a word 
of length greater than or equal to two. 
Assume that L(F) contains such a word. Then let D: S $ a’ be a derivation of 











This is seen as follows. The proof of (1) yields the existence of m E { 1,2} and 
positive integers t,, t4 such that 
fl t4 
D: S * a”’ = a’. 
cnt F F 




Clearly a” E itrace D, n 2 1, cannot happen otherwise D can be shortened. 
(2a) If (2.1) holds and I > 2, then consider the following EOL form. 
H: S+al, al-+abaa-22 a-+/l, b+c2dim2, c-+N, d-+N, N+N. 
Clearly Y(H) c Y(F) and a contradiction can be derived as under (1). 
(2b) If (2.2) holds, then let H be the following EOL form. 
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H: S-+ab, a-+/l, b-+ca, c+aa. 
Obviously L(H) = {ab,ca,aa}. Using (2.2) and aCiFa (see Lemma 2.2) we get 
P(H) G Y(F). Moreover, each language of Y&r) contains at least three different 
words. 
Since F is good there exist F” aF’a F such that _Y(F”) G Y(F’) = Y(H) and 
L@‘)‘=iL(H). Let 8”’ = (V”, Z”, P”, S”). Since each language of P(H) must contain at 
least three different words we have 
S n + Ju&~+ W 
F” F” 
where {u, v, w I= L(H). 
(a) If aaFG ab or caf ab, then aF$ b (recall that F and thus F” is terminal 
propagating); Hence aa f bb which contradicts L(H) =L(F”). 
(b) If aa $ ca or ab f ca, then a F$ c. Hence aa d cc which contradicts L(H) = 
L(F”). 
From (a) and (b) it follows that u $ {aa, ca, ab} which causes the final contradic- 
tion. Hence (2.2) cannot hold. 
(2~) If (2.1) holds and f =2, then let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S+d, d+ab, ad/l, b-+ca, c+aa. 
Obviously L(H)= {d,ab,ca,aa} and as in (2b) we can derive a contradiction. 
From (2a), (2b) and (2~) it follows that L(F)= {a} which proves the lemma. q 
The following lemma settles the only case which is left if we consider terminal 
propagating (S, a}-forms. 
Lemma 2.4. Let F= ((S,a), (a}, P,S) be a terminal propagating EOL form, 
L(F) = {a}. 
(9 
(ii) 
F is good if and only if aCn$Fa. 
aCn$Fa if and only if one of the following conditions holds. 
(ii.1) {S+a,a+S)CP. 
(ii.2) a 2 a. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. 
(i) The ‘only if’ part immediately follows from Lemma 2.2. The ‘if’ part can 
be proved as in [12] using 
SAa and 
cntF 
a ,n$F a. 
(ii) The ‘if’ part is trivial. The ‘only if’ part is proved as follows. Let D: aC2Fa 
where to is the minimal positive integer t such that acntFa. If to= 1, a ; a. Thus 
assume tef 1. Then D: a ; x $ a. Clearly ae alph x, otherwise to could not be 
minimal. Consequently xES+. If x=Sk, krl, then since we have S $ a also 
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ak E L(F); a contradiction. Thus x= S which implies a ;: S. Hence the lemma 
holds. 0 
The following theorem summarizes the results of this section. 
Theorem 2.1. Let F= ({ S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a terminal propagating EOL form such 
that L(F) # 0. Then it is decidable whether or not F is good. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the theorem. Then to decide whether or not 





-:I;:; L(F) = {a> BAD NO (see Lemma 2.3) 
YES 
BAD (see Lemma 2.4) 
YES 
GOOD (see Lemma 2.4) 
Diagram 1. 
Clearly all decisions in Diagram 1 are effective (see, e.g., [14] for test 1 and [8] 
or Lemma 2.4 for test 2). Hence the theorem holds. 0 
3. Terminal erasing initial forcing free forms 
In this section we start the investigation of the goodness of terminal erasing 
(S, a}-forms. First of all we divide the above class into two disjoint subclasses: ini- 
tial forcing and initial forcing free forms. The latter forms are subject of the present 
section. Formally we have the following definition. 
Definition. Let F=({S,a), {a], P,S) be an EOL form. 
F is called initial forcing if S ;;* x implies s E a* U {S} .
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F is called initial forcing free if F is not initial forcing, i.e., if S 2 x where 
#,x22 or alphx=(S,a). L7 
For terminal erasing {S,a}-forms a result similar to Lemma 2.2 holds. 
Lemma 3.1. Let F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a good EOL form such that F is terminal 
erasing and L(F) # 0. Then acn$F a. Consequently S ;;’ a or a ‘I;’ a. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. Clearly the first sentence implies 
the second sentence. We now prove the first sentence. 
Let j be a positive integer such that D, : Sent F2 aj. Lemma 2.1 implies that either 
a 2 A, or (a-S’, S-A] c P for a positive integer i. If a 2 A, then let Dz: a 7 A; 
if {a -+ S’, S -+ A} c P for a positive integer, then let D,: a g S’ 7 A. 
Let P be the identity on {S, a}* and let E, : S A a;, E2: a G A be such that (El, E2) 
is an isolated derivation tuple of (Or,&) modulo cc. Finally let G be the EOL form 
based on (E,, E,) and S. Obviously GaF and L(G) = {aj} E_!?‘(F). Consider the 
EOL form 
H: S+ai, a-b, b-N, N+N. 
Clearly L(H) = (ai bj) and Y(H) c Y(F). Then the goodness of F implies the exis- 
tence of F” a F’a F such that Y(F”) c Y(F’) = Y(H) and L(F”) = L(H). 
Observe that each language of Y(H) contains at least two words, one which is an 
in,tTrpretation of ai and another which is an interpretation of bj. Hence either 
aJ * bJ or bjF+ ai for a positive integer t. Without loss of generality assume F” 
that ajFG bj. Then apG b must hold, otherwise L(F”) would contain words of 
exceeding j. Thus, using inverse interpretation, a ; a. Let no be the smallest posi- 
tive integer such that a 3 a. Thus we have D: a 2 a. D must be clean nonterminal 
+F otherwise no would not be minimal. Hence acnTFa holds. cl 
In the study of terminal erasing initial forcing free {S, a)-forms it will be very use- 
ful to consider such vomplete forms separately. To this aim we recall the following 
result from [17]. 
Theorem 3.1. (i) F = (K Z, P, S) be an EOL form, let k be a positive integer and let 
b E 2 such that the following conditions hold. 
(i.1) ScnZF xtbx2, XtX2E Y*(Y\z)V*, 
(i.2) b,n$F 6, 
(i.3) bc”$F x,bx,bxs, X3X4XJE v*(v\~)v*, 
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(i.4) 
>k 
b ,,T~ A, and 
(i.5) bxlx2x3x4x5 2 /1. 
Then F is vomplete. 
(ii) Let F = (V, _Z, P, S) be a vomplete EOL form. Then for any pair of integers 
(p, q) where p 2 3 and q 2 2, there is a b E Z and a positive integer k such that the 
following conditions hold. 
(ii.1) Scn$F bP, 
(ii.2) b .“$ b, 
(ii.3) b,n+F b4, and 
(ii.4) 
>k 
b ,,T~ A. u 
As a corollary of the above we get for (S,a)-forms the following result. 
Corollary 3.1. Let F = ((S, a>, (a),P, S) b e an EOL form. Then F is vomplete if and 
only if the following five conditions hold. 
(C.1) S $ A, 
(C-2) a;A or a;SS’, ill, 
(C.3) S ;: w,Swz, wlw2e @,a)+, 
(C.4) a ; Ww~, w3w4E {Sal*, 
(C-5) S,zF a. 
Proof. (1) We first prove that (C.l)-(CA) imply (i.l)-(i.5) from Theorem 3.1 and 
hence yield the vompleteness of F. Condition (C.3) yields 
S ;;’ ulauzSu3 or S ; u,Su2au3 or S ;: UISU~SU~, u,, u2, u3 E {S,a}*. 
From (C.5) we get SCnTFa for an integer m 12. Let k= m + 3. Then there are two 
cases to consider 
(a) S ;;’ ulauzSu3 (the case S ; ulSu2au3 is symmetric). Then clearly (i.1) holds. 
Moreover, we also have acn$FuSo z iiu1auzSu3UC:Fa, 
a; w3Sw4 ; W3ulau2Su3W4 ? ii,w3Swqa,u,au2SU3~3cntF 2 au’Sv’a, 
A, and aS % A 
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where U, u, u’, o’, u”, U”E {S, a)*. Thus (i. 1) through (i.5) hold. 
(b) S ;;’ ulSuZSu3. Then 
S; uISu2SuJC~~~au”SuI, 
where U, u, u’, u’, u”, u”, u”‘, U”‘E {S,a}*. Thus (i.1) through (i.5) hold. 
(2) Next we prove that (C. l)-(C.5) are necessary conditions for the vompleteness 
of F. Consider (ii) of Theorem 3.1. Let p, q>max{maxr F, 3). One can easily see 
that: the choice of p and (ii. 1) gives (C.3), the choice of q and (ii.3) gives k 2 2 and 
(C.4), and (ii.4) gives (C.l) and (C-2). 
To prove (C.5) we proceed as follows. From the above it follows that either 




where x, y, z E (S, a>* and the distinguished occurrences of S and a have nonempty 




(We have used the fact that Sa $ A, (ii.2) and (C.3)). Hence (C.5) holds. 0 
In the following rather technical lemma we prove that ‘quite a number’ of good 
EOL forms must have erasing productions for nonterminals. It is a generalization 
of the main theorem of [4] where it is proved that vomplete EOL forms must have 
the above property. 
Lemma 3.2. Let p be a positive integer and let H be the EOL form defined by the 
following productions. 
H: S+a2Pb b b 1 2”’ p’ S -+ ePblb2-.- b P, a -+ X, 
bl -+ d,d2-dp, b2-+_4,...,bp+A, 
dl + cp, d,+A ,..., dP+A, 
c + c5p, e+e3P, X+/l. 
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Each EOL form which is form equivalent with H must contain a production A -+ A 
where A is a nonterminal. 
Proof. Let p and H be as in the statement of the lemma. Observe that 
L(H) = {a2Pblb2... bp, ePblb2... bp,eP(3P)d,d2...d,,} 
u { cP(-W” : n 2 O} LJ {&3P)” : n 12) LJ (e~Q~)“+2~~(5p)’ : n 2 O} . 
Also observe that for every length in LS(L(H)) there exists only one word in L(H) 
of this length and for each word w of L(H) there is only one derivation of w in H. 
The lemma is now proved by contradiction using analogous arguments as in the 
main theorem of [4]. We proceed as follows. Assume that there exists an EOL form 
G = (KZ, P,S) such that Y(G)=Y(F) and for each A E V\Z, A + A does not 
belong to P. Then there exists a G’= (V’,Z’, P’, S’) a G such that L(G’) =L(H). 
(1) If S 2 x 5 y, x and y terminal words, then either 
so+ xo+ y or S’o+ yo$ x. 
Proof of (1). See, e.g., 141. 
(2) a2J’b b 1 2”’ b Accp. PG’ 
Proof of (2). S ; a2Pb,b2 -4. bp 2 cp. By (l), either aZPblb2 .a. bp 5 cp or 
cp a a2pb 
G’ 
1 b 2 ..- bp. The second alternative is clearly impossible. 
(3) aG$ A and b,b2**.bpG+ cp forsome nzl. 
Proof of (3). By (2) we have 
D: a2Pb b b : cp, 1 2”’ pG’ nzzl. 
If there are occurrences a(‘) and at2) of a such that 
CtrD,oZPblb2...b a 
(1) = Ci, (2) = & 
P , ctrD,a2Pblb2...bpa , 
and il c i2, then 
a2Pb b b $ @‘+ki,. 1 2”’ pG’ 
The latter clearly cannot be the case since p <p + i2 - i, (: 2p. Thus all occurrences 
of a must have the same contribution to cp. Hence (3) easily follows. 
(4) c GG A, e G; A are impossible. 
Proof of (4). See, e.g., [41. 
(5) eP(3P)dld2,. . d 3 ep(3P)2 pG’ 
and ePb,b2 . . . b E*, eP(3P)d,d2. . . d 
pG’ P’ 
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Proof of (5). We have eP(3P)d,d2 --. dp 2 ep(3p)2. Since ep(3p)2 $ eP(3P)dld2 -*. dP is 
impossible by (4), we have 




ePblbz ea. bp $ ePC3P)dld2..-dp. 
Since eP(3P)d, 2 . -. d p; dPblb, -a- bp is impossible by (4), we have 
* ePblb2-.- bpGy e P(3)dld2 . . . dp by (1). 
(6) e$ ek, 15 k < 3p is impossible. 
Proof of (6). For the proof that es e is impossible, see, e.g., [4]. If e 5 ek, 
21k<3p, then ep(3p)2i, * ekPC3Pj2. Since am< kp(3p)2cp(3p)3 this contradicts 
the fact that L(H)=L(G’). Thus (6) holds. 
(7) d,d2--dp~ A. 
Proof of (7). From (5) we get 
D: eP(3P)d,d2 . . . d 2 eP(3p)2a 
pG’ 
If in D there is a d;, 1 sisp such that ctr,,, P(3P)d,dZ...dpdi#A, then there is an 
occurrence e(t) of e such that ctrD,eP(3P)d,d2...dp e (I) = ej for some 05 j<3p, contra- 
dicting (4) or (6). 
(8) {c-,n,e~n)nP’=0anditisnottrtlethat(bl~/1,b;!~/i,...,b,~/1)c_P’. 
Proof of (8). c + ,4 and e + A are not in P’ by (4). By (5) we have 
D: ePblb2-.. pG, b 2 ePC3PJd,d2 e-e dp. 
Obviously ctrD,ePb,bZ...bp eE e*. Moreover if e(l) and eC2) are two different occur- 
rences of e in epb, b2 *.. bp, then 
CtrD,ePb,bf...bpe (‘) =‘ctrD,ePb,b,...b d2). P 
Then from (6) we get ctrD,ePb,b2...bp e = e3P for each occurrence of e in ePbl b2 ‘0. bp. 
If {b, -+ _4, b2 + A, . . . , bp + _4} c P’, then ePblb2.-- bpG+ ep(3p); a contradiction. 
(9) cPG+ dld2 -a. dp does not hold. 
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Proof of (9). Clear since #EL(H) but dld2 -0. d,$L(H) 
(10) LetD: S’;x,,=gx2z . ..gx.,, nzl andxi=ePblb2...bpforsome l<i<n, 
then Xj = ep(3p’dld2 ...dp forsome lsjin orxnGq eP(3P)dld2..-dp. 
Proof of (10). See, e.g., [4]. 
(11) For every derivation 
D: b,b2...bp~x,~x2~ ~~~~x,_~~x,,=c~, nzl, 
there exists an I<iln-I with xj=d,d2...dp. 
Proof of (11). Consider a derivation D as above ((3) yields the existence of such a 
derivation). Since ePb, b2... bp E L(G’) we can use D to obtain D’ as follows. 
D’: S/G; ePblb2... bpGT ulxl G? P j . ..* .** s %I-14-l g unc G’ 
eP(3P)d,d2 ... d 3 ePb, b2 
* 
.a. bp is impossible by (4); c: /1 does not hold by (4); 
cpz dld2...ip?s impossible by (9). Clearly c$ x, alphxc {e,d,,d,, . . ..dp) and 
#alph x 2 2 is also impossible. From the above observations and (10) it follows that 
ePb,b2...bpG; eP(3P)dld2...dpC;, .: U&P. 
As in (8) we get that, if 
E: ePblb2... p G b 3 eP(3P)d, 2 . . . dp 
we get ctrE,ePb,b2...b, e= e 3P for each occurrence of e. Thus bl b2 a.. bpG; dld2 .a. dp 
has been used in D’, hence in D, concluding the argument. 
(12) 
* 
S’oy uXvd, d, ...dp and uXV~G A for u, v E V’*, XE V’ \Z’. 
Proof of (12). By (2) 
S’: a2Pblb2...b G’ z c*, nrl. PG’ 
Moreover we have 
D,: a$ A and D2: b,b2...bp$ cp by (3). 




* d,d2...dpC? c p for n,+n2=n. 
Thus 
* 
S’ * a2Pb,b2 ..- b 
G’ 
2 w2Pdld2--. d 2 cp. 
pG’ PG’ 
Since eP(3P)dl 2 .._ dp is the only word of L(G’) ending on dldz ... dp and ep(3p) =w2p 
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is impossible (otherwise ez /1 which contradicts (4)), w2p contains a nonterminal 
X. Thus (12) holds. 
(13) a + A does not occur in P’. 
Proofof(13). Since b,b,...b,$ dld2-.-dp by (ll), a,tA would allow to derive 
a2*b b 
* 
, 2--bpo? dld2-.d,$L(G’). 
(14) It is not true that (d, + A, d2 + A, . . . , dp --, A} c P’. 
Proof of (14). Assume that {d, --) A, dz -+ A, . . . , dp -+ A} c P’. By (12) and (7) 
we have 
* 
So? uXvdld2-- dp z x 2 Y z A 3 XE P-\/Y. 
We have x # /1, since X + /1 does not belong to P’, y is chosen such that y f/l. But 
then y E (Z’ \ {a, c, e})’ fl L(G’) by (8), (13) and since X + 11 does not belong to P’. 
ThusyE(b,,b2 ,..., bp,dl,d2 ,..., dp)+ fl L(G’). Since no such y is in L(G’) we have 
a contradiction. 
We are now finally in a position to combine observations (1) through (14) into 
a contradiction. Consider the derivations D,: UXV 2 /1 (n r2 and n minimal), 
* 
D2: SC’3 uXvd,d2 ...dp as in (12), and D3: d,d,--.d, 5 A (mr2 and m minimal) 
by (7) and (14). On the basis of D, and D, we have 
where x1, x2 E (27 \ (a, c, e>)’ as in the proof of (14). Then using D2 followed by D1 
and D3 we obtain 
* 
S’o’ uXvd,d2 --. dp 
max(n-l,m-1) 
z x3 
where x3 is equal to x1, x2 or x1x2. Since {xr,x2,xIx2) fl L(G’) =0 this is a contra- 
diction which completes the proof of the lemma. q 
Using the previous results we are able to show that for a large class of terminal 
erasing initial forcing free {S, a)-forms the containment of the production S -+ /1 
separates bad from vomplete forms. Formally we have the following two results. 
Lemma 3.3. Let F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing free EOL 
form, L(F) f 0 such that the following conditions hold. 
(i) a; y, SEalphy. 
(ii) S 4 A does not belong to P. 
Then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. Since L(F) #0 and S --t A is not 
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a production of P, it must be the case that S T;’ ai, j 11. From Lemma 2.1 we get 
a ; A. Let S ;: x be as in the definition of initial forcing free form (i.e., #,x22 
or alph x = {S, a}) and let a ;: y be as in the statement of the lemma. Let h be the 
homomorphism on {S, a}* defined by h(S) =x and h(a) =y. For each positive integer 
n, and 1 I f < #s h”(S) define 
%I: Scn+Fh”(S) = u,Su,Su,.+.SUk, F x’(aj)ki-’ z aj4’ 
where k, = #s h”(S), Ui E a* for 05 i 5 kr and q = #so. 
Also for each positive integer n, and 1 (I< #sh”(a) define 
D” * a, I* a cn+F h”(a) = u0SolSu2 a.. Suk, g I’ve-’ 7 ajql 
where k2=#sh”(a), viEa* for Oli<kz and q=#sx. 
Observe that Dt,[ and Dal, as defined above are clean nonterminal derivations. 
Let p=jq. Let 
D S,block: SF” x, Da,block: a F’ Y and 4,~: a F” A. 
Then define the dfl-substitutions fi and &rock on {S, a}* by 
P(S) = {SW, p(a) = {a,b,,b2,...,bp,c,dl,d2,...,dp,e,f), 
vblock@) = {N} and ~block@) = if)- 
Let 
E,: S L aPaPb b . ..b 12 p’ E2: S 2 ePb,b2.-. bP, 
Ej: Shp, E4: b, $ d,d2-dp, 
E,: &csp, Es: d, 3 cp, 
E,: e 2 e3p, E8: a * ~block(Yh 
J-5,: N * pblock(xh ho: f * ~block(Y), 
E 11,k: bk * z”l for 21k5& 
E 12,k: dk * A for lsksp, 
be such that (E,, E2, . . . , Elo, E, 1,2, . . . , E, l,p, E,2, 2, . . . , E12, p) is an isolated derivation 
tuple of 
‘5 = (D~,,D~z,D~,,D,11,D~S,Da?l,l;)o?3,D~,b,~~k,DS,bloc~, . ...%.I) 
modulo p where n is such that #s h”(S) > 6 and #oh”(S) > 6. 
Finally let G be the EOL form based on T and S. Clearly G aF. Let H be the EOL 
form from the statement of Lemma 3.2. Then comparing G and H one can easily 
conclude that 9(H) c 9(F). 
The fact that F is bad is now proved by contradiction. Assume that F is good. 
Then the fact that P’(H) c P(F) implies the existence of an EOL form F’aF such 
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that Y’(H)=_Y(F’). Since F and hence F’ contains no production A -+ A where A 
is a nonterminal, this contradicts Lemma 3.2. Thus F must be bad. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Let F = ({S, a>, {a), P, S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing free EOL 
form, L(F) # 0 such that the following conditions hold. 
(i) a?y, SEalphy. 
(ii) S 2 /1. 
Then F is good if and only if F is vomplete. 
Proof. The ‘if’ part is trivial. To prove the ‘only if’ part we proceed as fohows. 
Let F be a good EOL form which satisfies the assumptions of the lemma. Then 
clearly (C.l), (C.3) and (C.4) from the statement of Corollary 3.1 are satisfied; 
(C.2) holds by Lemma 3.1. Moreover Lemma 2.1 yields 7 ; n or a ;;: S’, i 2 1, 
Lemma 3.1 implies S ; a or a ; a, and L(F) # 0 implies S,,T~ ak for some positive 
integers t and k. 
For all possible cases one can easily verify that (C.5) also holds. Hence F is vom- 
plete. 13 
In the statements of both Lemma 3.3 and Lemma 3.4 the condition a ;;’ y, 
SE alph y occurs. The following lemma gives conditions which force such produc- 
tion to be included in the set of productions. 
Lemma 3.5. Let F = ({S, a>, {a>, P, S) be a good terminal erasing initial forcing free 
EOL form, L(F) #0. Then a ; y, SE alph y. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.1 we get aC$a. The lemma is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that a ; y implies S$ alph y. Thus 
a : y implies yEa*. 
Then we get a 2 a. Let k be the smallest positive integer k’ such that Scn$Fak’. 
Thus 
D, : s&s. k 
cnt F 
(3.1) 
D, is defined as follows. In case (i), i.e., S ; x, #sx=mr2, let h be the homo- 
morphism on (S, a)* defined by h(S) =x and h(a) = a. Let no be the smallest posi- 
tive integer n such that #sh’(S)>maxr F. Let q = #sh”O(S). Then let 
D2: S,ifF h”o(S)c”+F aqk+r = ap where r = #a h”a(S). 
In case (ii), i.e., S 2 x, #,x = 1, #,x =m 11, let h be the homomorphism on 
(S, a)* defined by h(S) =x and h(a) =a. Let no be the smallest positive integer n 
such that #a h”(S)> k(maxr F). Let q= #o h”o(S). Then let 
D2: S,ffF h”o(S) C”$F aq+k = ap. 
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Let L)s: a = a. In all cases let fl be the identity on {S, a}* and let El : S 2 ak, 
E2: S & ap, E,: a * a be such that (El, E2, E3) is an isolated derivation tuple of 
(O,,&,Q). Finally let G be the EOL form based on (E1,E2,E3) and S. Clearly 
Ga F and L(G) = (ak, a”} E Y(F). 
Consider the EOL form 
H: S-+a1a2..-ak, aI + ap, aj+A for 2sjsk, a+N, N-N. 
Clearly L(H) = {alaI-.- ak, aP> and Y(H) c Y(F)_ Then the goodness of F implies 
the existence of F” a F'a F such that Y(F”) c Y(F’) = Y(H) and L(Y) = L(H). 
Observe that the language of Y(H) contains at least two words, one which is an 
interpretation of ala2 ... ak and another which is an interpretation of ap. Hence 
either ala2--.akF$ a P or apFi, ala2-"ak. 
The latter is clearly impossible; the former can also not be the case since 
p> k(maxr F) and (3.1) yield the existence of a terminal word w such that 
k< /WI <p; a contradiction. Hence the lemma holds. 0 
We are now ready to state the main result of the section. 
Theorem 3.2. Let F= ({$a}, {a},P,S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing free 
EOL form such that L(F)#O. Then it is decidable whether or not F is good. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the theorem. Then to decide whether or not 
F is good, we use the following Diagram 2. Tests 1 and 2 are obviously effective; 
test 5 is effective by [17] or Corollary 3.1. Hence the theorem holds. 0 
INPUT 
BAD 
(see Lemma 3.4) 
I YES 
GOOD (see Lemma 3.4) 
Diagram 2. 
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4. Terminal erasing initial forcing forms 
In this section we will investigate terminal erasing initiaI forcing {S, a}-forms. As 
a first result we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let F=({S,a}, {a}, P,S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing EOL 
form, L(F)+0 such that the following conditions hold. 
(i. 1) a 7 x, alph x = (S, a), or 
(i.2) a ;;‘x, #sx22 and S ;: S. 
(ii) S -+ /1 does not belong to P. 
Then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. Since F is terminal erasing, (ii) 
and Lemma 2.1 yield a 7 A. Since L(F) #0 and F is initial forcing, S d ak for 
some k21. Let j=max{k:S;ak}. 
If (i. 1) holds, then let h be the homomorphism on (S, a)* defined by h(S) = ai 
and h(a) =x. For each positive integer n, and 1 (is#, h”(a) define 
D$: aCzFh”(a) = uOauIau2---auk, ; h(UoaU,a...aU,)h(U,+lur+2..-Uk,) 
j a.iq1 
F 
where kl = #a h”(a), ui E S* for 05 is/c, and q = #sx. 
If (i.2) holds and (i.1) is not the case, then a _p’ S’, iz2. Then for each positive 
integer n define 
0,“: a 7 x1 = Si j x2 = ajSi-I ; X, = SjjSi-l 
F 
F’ x4 = ajsij-lsi-l a . . . F x2, =&St _ sij+r 
F * X2n+l - F 
Furthermore for 15 I< #S~2n +, = 1’ define 
D” * 
2n+l 
a, I * a =TF _y2n + 1 = S” ; (aj)“-rS’ ; aj’. 
Also observe that we have D,,: a ; A, Da,block: a ; x, and if (i.2) holds 
D S, block: s F’ s- 
Using isolated derivations of the above derivations one can easily prove (as in the 
proof of Lemma 3.3) that 9?(R) c Y(F) where R is the EOL form which is defined 
as follows. 
R: S+a,a2***aj, a, -+a2Pb,b2.-- bp, a, -+ePblb2---bp, 
a2+A,...,aj-+A, a-*X, b,+dld2...dp, b2+A,...,bp+A, 
d, + cp, d,+A, d2+A ,..., d,-+A, c+c~~, e-+e3P, X+/1 
with p = 2jq. 
As in Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 we will prove that F is bad. This is done by contradic- 
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tion. Assume that F is good. Then there exist F”aF’aF such that Y(F”) c _Y’(F’) = 
.9”(R) and L(F”)=L(R). Let H be the EOL form from the proof of Lemma 3.2 
with p = 2jq. 
(1) L(R) =L(N) u {a,az a.0 aj} and L(H) contains no word of length i. 
(2) Points (1) through (13) from the proof of Lemma 3.2 remain valid if we 
replace G’ by F”=(V:E:P”,S”). 
(3) Also point (14) remains true since S”$ y; /1 with y a nonempty terminal 
word would imply 
JJE{b,,& )...) bp,di,& ,..., &,a* ,...) aj}*nL(F”). 
This is only possible if y = ai a2 .a. aj. But then the choice of j, p and the fact that 
F (and thus F”) is initial forcing yields 
S" $ a,a2-..a. *A. 
cm F” I F” 
Consequently {ala2 --a aj> E Y(F”) c 9(R); a contradiction. Hence (14) holds. 
(4) The final contradiction is then obtained following the final argument of 
Lemma 3.2 combined with a reasoning as under (3). Consequently F must be 
bad. 0 
The above lemma is now generalized to the case where S -+ /1 belongs to P. 
Lemma 4.2. Let F = ((S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a terminalerasing initialforcing EOLform, 
L(F) # 0 such that one of the following conditions holds. 
(i) a;x, alphx={S,a). 
(ii) a 2 x, #,x22, S ;;’ S and (i) does not hold. 
Then F is bad. 
Proof. (1) Let F be as in the statement of the lemma. If S -+ /1 does not belong to 
P, then by Lemma 4.1, F is bad. Therefore without loss of generality assume that 
S 2 /I. Also, because of Lemma 3.1 we can assume S F a or a ; a. Since L(F) # 0, 
{S +ak:kll)nP#O. 
Let j=max{k:krl and S;:a”}. M oreover, since F is terminal erasing, we 
have a ; A or a ;;’ S’ for some positive integer i. If (i) is the case, let then a ;;‘x 
be as in (i) of the statement of the lemma. We have the following cases to consider. 
(i.1) {S-+/1, S+aj, a-x, a-+A, S+a}CP. 
(i.2) (S-+/1, S+aj, a-x, a-/i, a-a} CP. 
(i.3) {S-A, S-+aj, a-rx, a+Si, S-+a}CP. 
(i.4) (S -+ A, S + ai, a -+ x, a + S’, a -+ a) c P. 
If (ii) is the case, let then a -+ S’, iz2. We have the following cases to consider. 
(ii. 1) (S+A,S+aj,a+Si,S+S,S+a}~P, 
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(ii.2) {S+A, S-raj, a+S’, S+S, a-+a}CP. 
In all cases we will prove the existence of an integer n 2 2 such that 
ac2Fa2j+1, ac:F a2j and ac2Fa2j-1. 
To see this we first prove that for n, 12 and n2 < nl , anlcn$F a”l. We consider cases 
(i. 1) through (ii.2) separately. 
(i.1) and (i.2): F F a”( * x”l * a”2. 
(i.3) and (ii.1): a”1 j SinI j a”Z_ 
F F 
(i.4) and (ii.2): a”’ F anzS(nl-nz)i * a”2. 
F 
In cases (i.1) through (i.4) let h be the homomorphism on {S,a}* defined by 
h(a)=x (x as in (i) of the statement of the lemma) and h(S) =aj. Let m be a posi- 
tive integer such that #a F(a) > 2j + 1. Then for p E (2j - 1,2j, 2j + l} define 
D - 4 P’ acn:Fhm(a) = uoa~lau2...auk,c~~~ap 
where k’=#,h”‘(a) and for Osksk,, QES*. 
In cases (ii.1) and (ii.2) define 
0,: a;~r=S’~X~=ajS’-~ FX,=S~~S~-~ ;x,=~jSu-~S~-~; . . . . 




&Pa a cnyF xzm+l = S 
f F’ saA-l) 5 a~e 
cnt F 
Thus in all cases there is an integer n 22 such that we have 
DGzj_1: a z a Zj-1 
cnt F 
, Da,zj: aczFa2j and Do,y+‘I aciFa2j”. 
Furthermore we have 
D * a,>2FA and Ds: S z a? l&n* 
(2) We first consider the case where j > 1. Then let p be the dfl-substitution on 
(S, a}* defined by p(S) = {S} and p(a) = (a, b, c}. Let 
El : S+abj-1 3 E2: a % ac2j, E,: a $ abj-‘cj-‘, 
Ed: b s A, E,: CAlI 
be such that (E’, E2, E3, Ed, E,) is an isolated derivation tuple of (Ds, Da,2j+,, Da,2j_‘, 
Do,,,Eu,,) modulo p and let G be the EOL form based on (El,E2, E3,E4,Es) and 
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S. Clearly Ga F and L(G) = (&j-i, a?, abj-‘cj-l}. Let H be the following EOL 
form. 
H: S * ac2j, a + abj-‘, b -+ c, c + A. 
One can easily see that L(H) =L(G) and comparing the productions of H and G 
yields Y(H) c Y(G) c Y(F). The fact that F is bad is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that F is good. Then there exist F”aF’a F such that _Y(F”) c Y(F’) = Y(H) 
and L(F”) = L(H). Let F” = (V”, JY’, P”, S”). Observe that 
(4.1) Each language of Y(H) contains at least three words which are interpreta- 
tions of ac2j, abj-’ and abj-‘cj-’ respectively. 
The fact that F is initial forcing together with the choice of j yields 
D: S” & a@‘. 
cnt F 
Let Z be a new symbol. Let v be the dfl-substitution on Y”* defined by 
v(S”) = {S”, Z} and v(a) = {a} for a~ V” \(S”}. Let E: Z s abj-’ be such that 
(E) is an isolated derivation tuple of D modulo v. Let P” be a deterministic omplete 
subset of P” (i.e., for each (Y E V”, P” contains exactly one &‘-production of P”). 
Then define the EOL form 
F”’ = (V” U term(E) U nonterm( 27’ U term(E), P”‘U e Z) 
where P denotes the set of productions used in E. 
Clearly F”aF”aF’, thus Y’(F”‘) c Y(F’) =9(H) and {abj-‘} c L(F”‘) c L(F”) = 
L(H). Then (4.1) yields L(F”‘) =L(H). Then since F”’ is deterministic and since 
Y(F”‘) G L?(H) there must be positive integers t, and t2 such that either 
(4 
(b) 
Zcn$,,,abj-l 2 ac2j 2 abj-1cj-1, or 
cnt F” cnt F”’ 
Z,,fr.,,, abj- ’ &,,, abj- ’ cj- lcng,,, ac2! 
If (1) holds, then clearly 
c$ A and a$ abj-‘cj-‘. 
Then 
abj-l 4 abj-lcj-l j-l 'I 
Yl 
2j j-l j-l 
F” = ac Y, y3 F” 
f &j-l&l 
which contradicts the fact that F”’ is deterministic. 
If (b) holds then consider 
i?: Z~~~,,,abj-lc”~,,,abj-lcj-lcn~,,,abj-lyj-’~~~,~ ... . 
Then the word ac’j does not occur in tracei? which again contradicts the deter- 
minism of F”. Hence F is bad in the case j> 1. 
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(3) Next we consider the case j = 1. Then as above let ,U be the dfl-substitution 
on {S, a}* defined by y(S) = {S} and p(a) = {a, b, c}. Let 
E,: S=,a, E2: asacb, E3: a3 ba, Ed: b&l, E,: c&A 
be such that (El, Ez, E3, E4, E,) is an isolated derivation tuple of (Ds, Da, zj+ 1, Da, tj, 
Do,,,, Da,n) modulo p and let G be the EOL form based on (El, E,, E3, Ed, E,) and 
S. Clearly G a F and L(G) = ( a, acb, ba}. Let N be the following form. 
H: S+acb, c-+b, b-a, a--+/l. 
One can easily see that L(H) =L(G) and comparing the productions of H and G 
yields Y(H) c Y(G) c Y(F). The fact that F is bad is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that F is good. Then there exist F” a F’a F such that _Y(F”‘) c _Y(F’) = Y(H) 
and L(F”) = L(H). Let F” = (V”, 2”; P”, S”). 
Observe that each language of 2!(H) contains at least three words which are inter- 
pretations of a, acb and ba respectively. As in the casej > 1 we define F” with axiom 
2, F” deterministic, L(F”‘) =L(H) and Y(F) c Y(H). As above we have either 
(4 Zcn$“, acn$, acbcnt%,n ba or 
(b) Z,,~rr, a&, bacnt$,,, a&. 
But then, if (a) holds, 
a contradiction, and if (b) holds, 
Zc,:F,,, a&,,, bac&,, ylba 2 ... y cm F"' 
a contradiction. Hence F is bad in the case j = 1. This ends the proof of the 
lemma. 0 
Next we investigate what happens if we consider terminal erasing initial forcing 
EOL forms where the conditions of Lemma 4.2 are not satisfied. We have to con- 
sider EOL forms F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) such that 
P~(S-+S}U(S+ak:krO}U{a+Sk:krO}U(a-+ak:k20}. 
Moreover we can assume that if a 2 x and #sx sr 2 then S -+ S does not belong to P. 
In the rest of the section we will use the following notations. 
j=max(k:S;a’} f t i i exists otherwise j is undefined, 
i = max{k: a 2 Sk} if it exists otherwise i is undefined, 
I = max{k:aF a k> if it exists otherwise I is undefined. 
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In the following lemma we investigate the case ijI > 1. 
Lemma 4.3. Let F = ({S, a}, {a), P, S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing EOL form 
such that L(F) f 0 and a ;: x implies x E a* U S *. Moreover, if i 2 2, then S -+ S does 
not belong to P. If ijl> 1, then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F, i, j, I be as in the statement of the Lemma and let ijf > 1. 
(1) j> 1. Let Du,1 and Da,2 be the following infinite derivations. 
D a, 1: a ; X, = Si F x2 = aij ; x3 = si’j F’ x, = ai2j2 j . . . F 
D a.21 a ; y, = a’ ; y2 = Sii ; y3 = &j ; y4 = sli2j ; . . . . 
Let rn22 be an integer such that #a~2m-max{i2j3,i2j21}. Then, if S 2 /1, let 
D 
‘rn .??I 
a, 1, 1: aFjxlFj ... 7 x2, = a’ J * X2m+l = s i”+‘i” F 
j ai2j2; 
F 
D 41,2: a F’ x1 F” “* * ~2~+1 g a 
fm+‘jm+’ 
F , 
D 0,2,1: aFjYlFj . . . F’ y2, = s~i”i”-’ j A. F 
If a T/i, let 
D a,1,1: aFjxl =..*Fjx2m=a F 
imjm F’ si’j j ai2j2; 
F 
D a, 1.2: a;xlFj ..- F x2, ; x2m+1 ; a im+ljm+‘. 9 
D c&2,1: aFj_hFj ... F’ Y2m F’ Y2m+l F” A* 
Furthermore let 
Ds: SF aj and Da,n: a,zFA. 
Let p be the dfl-substitution on {S, a}* defined by p(S) = (S} and p(a) = {a, 6, c,d}. 
Let p=im+ljm+l, 
El : S a abj-l E2: a s ci2j2, E,; a & dp, 
+ 
E4: b*A, E,: c&l, E6: d&l 
be such that (El, E2,E3,E4, E,,E,) is an isolated derivation tuple of s=(Ds, Da,l,l, 
D D a, 1,2* a,2, 1, D_,, DO,,,) modulo P; let G be the EOL form based on 7 and S. Clearly 
G a F and a close inspection of El through E6 yields L(G) = {abj-‘, ci2j2, dP}. Let 
H be the following EOL form 
H: S+abj-1 9 a + ci2j2, b+/l, C+@=j2, d-r/l. 
One can easily see that L(H) = (L(G) and comparing H and G one gets Y(H) c 
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Y(F). The fact that F is bad is now proved by contradiction. Assume that F is good. 
Then there exist F” a F’a F such that Y(F”) c _Y(F’) = Y(H) and I@“‘) = L(H). Let 
F” = (V”, C”, P’; S”). 
Observe that each language of .9(H) must contain at least three words (interpreta- 
tions of abj-r, cizjz and dP). Since F is initial forcing, the above observation and 
the choice of j imply that either 
SfLn:,, abj-‘+ ci2j2$ dP, or S”c”:,, abj-' f dP$ ci2j2. 
The latter is clearly impossible. Thus c”jzF3 dP. Then obviously c$ dp”‘j2. But 
then the structure of F” yields c 
Consequently ci2jzF+ y”j’= 
F+ y wherey is a terminal word, 1< IyI <max{ij,l). 
W, w a terminal word with i’j’ < J w 1 <p; a contra- 
diction. 
(2) j= 1 and i > 1. Then let G be the EOL form which is defined as follows. 
G: S-+a, a-rAB’-‘, a+ACiml, A+a, B-tb, C-+c, 
b--+/l, c-+/l ifa;;,A, and 
b+D’, C-D’, D + A if a + /1 does not belong to P. 
Obviously G aF and L(G) = {a, ab’-‘, UC’-‘}. Let H be the EOL form defined as 
follows. 
H: S+ab’-‘, a-ta, b+c, c--+A. 
One can easily see, comparing G and H, that Y(H) c Y(F). The fact that F is bad 
is now proved by contradiction. Assume that F is good. Then there exist F” a F’a F 
such that Y(F”) c Y(F’) = L!(H) and L(F”) = L(H). Let F” = (V”, _Z”‘, P”, S”). 
Observe that each language of 27(H) contains at least three words. The structure 
of F” implies either 
But then using isolation techniques one can prove that {a,ab’-‘} or {a,&‘} 
belongs to _Y(F”) c _Y(F’) = Y(H); a contradiction. 
(3) i= j= 1 and I > 1. Then let G be the EOL form which is 
G: Sda, a+ab’-‘, a-+ac’-‘, b-*/l, 
c-+/l, if a;;tA, and 
b+A, c-f/l, A-‘/1 if a + A does not 
defined as follows. 
belong to P. 
Obviously G a F and L(G) = (a, ab’-‘, a& ‘). Let H be the EOL form which is 
defined as follows. 
H: S-+ab’-‘, a+a, b-c, C-A. 
Then proceeding as in (2) one can easily derive a contradiction. 
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Since (l), (2) and (3) exhaust all possible cases and for each of them the assumption 
F is good leads to a contradiction, F must be bad. Hence the lemma holds. 0 
Next we consider the cases where one of (i, j, f} equals zero or is undefined (note 
that L(F) # 0 yieldsj L 1 in the case considered) and the product of the remaining two 
parameters exceeds 1. First of all we investigate the case where S ;: S, i = 1 
and j> 1. This is done in Lemma 4.4. Then in Lemmas 4.5 and 4.6 the general 
situations are treated. 
Lemma 4.4 Let F = ({S, a}, {a), P, S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing EOL form 
such that L(F) # 0 and a ; x implies x E a* U S *. Moreover let S _i: S, i = 1, j > 1 
and (i= 0 or 1 is undefined). Then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F, i, j and I be as in the statement of the lemma. Let DQ,i and Da,2 be 
the following infinite derivations. 
D a, 1: a F x1 = S ; x2 = aj F x3 = Sj ; x4 = ai a . ..* F 
D 42: aFjy1=SFjy2=SFy3=SFjy4= S ;.... 
Let m 22 be an integer such that #o~2m >j3. Then if S ; A, let 
D 0,1,1: a;x, *...~jx~~=a~ 
j2. 
F 
‘mz Sj” + a , 
F 
D a, 1,2: a ; x1 F a.. *XZ~+I ; a 
J.?71+l 
F ; 
D a,2,1: a ; yl 7 ..a F’ y2m+1= s F’ A. 
If a 2 /1, let 
D l&1,1: aFxl * . . ..jx2.=aJ 
j2. 
F 
‘m; Sj~j a , 
D 
.?V+, 
0,1,2: a?xlFj ... ; x2m+l ; aJ ; 
D *,2,1: a;x1*...;y2m=S;a F $A. 
Furthermore let 
Ds: SF’ aj and Da,,,: a,>:A. 
Let p be the dfl-substitution on {S, a}* defined by cl(S) = {S} and p(a) = {a, b, c, d}. 
Let p= jm+‘, 
El : S j at+‘, E2: a 3 cj2, E,: a 4 dP, 
+ 
E4: b=A, E,: c&l, E6: d:A 
be such that (E,,E2,E3, E4,E5, E6) is an isolated derivation tuple of T=(D~,D~,~,~, 
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D D al,29 a,2, ,, Da,n, D& modulo /JU; let G be the EOL form based on r and S. Clearly 
Ga F and a close inspection of E, through E6 yields L(G) = (ab j-l, cj’, d”}. Let 
H be the following EOL form. 
H: S-+&j-’ , a ---f cj2, b+A, c+dp’j2, d-t/l. 
One can easily see that L(H) =L(G) and comparing Hand G one gets Y(H) c Y(F). 
The fact that F is bad is now proved by contradiction. Assume that F is good. Then 
there exist F”a F’a F such that Y(F”) C_ Y(F’) = Y(H) and L(F”) = L(H). Let F” = 
(V”,,z’;P:S”). 
Observe that each language of Y(H) must contain at least three words (interpreta- 
tions of abj-‘, cj’ and dp). Since F is initial forcing, the above observation and 
the choice of j imply that either 
S” z t&j-’ 2 cj2 2 dp or S” $ &j-l 5 dPF;! /. 
cnt F” cntF" 
The latter is clearly impossible. Thus cj2 $ dP. Then obviously c Ff! dp4’. But then 
the structure of F” yields cF+ _Y where y is a terminal word and 1~ J yJ ~j. Con- 
sequently cj2 1 yj’= w, w a terminal word with j2< IwI <p; a contradiction. 
Hence F must be bad. •i 
Lemma 4.5. Let F =({S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a termimal erasing initial forcing EOL 
form such that L(F) # 0 and a ;;’ x implies x E a* U S*. Moreover, if i 2 2, then S -+ S 
does not belong to P. Assume that (I = 0 or 1 is undefined) and ij > 1. Then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F, i, j and I be as in the statement of the lemma. If S ; S, then i = 1, 
j> 1 and thus by Lemma 4.4, F is bad. Therefore assume S + S does not belong 
to P. 
One can easily see that F has the following property. 
(4.2) Let S + w. If n is odd, then WE~* and if n is even, then WE S*. 
Recall that aC2+A because F is terminal erasing. We consider now several cases 
separately. 
(i.1) j 24. Let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S -+ abajp2 9 a-*/1, b + ccb’-2, c-N, N-+N. 
Obviously L(H) = {abaj-2, ccbjm2}, Y(H) c Y(F) and each language of Y(H) con- 
tains at least two different words. That F is bad is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that F is good. Then there exist F” a F’a F such that Y(F”) c _Y(F’) = Y(H) 
and L(F”) =L(H). Let F”= (V”,Z”, P”, S”). We have 
S”p”’ abajm2 or S” p’! ccbjp2. 
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Let 2 be a new symbol and let P result from P” by fixing for every a~ V” an 
a-production o --, X, from P”. Then the EOL form F is defined as follows. 
F= (VU {z},z’~Pu~,z) 
with P = (2 + abaj-2} if S ; abr~j-~ and P = (Z + ccbjm2} otherwise. Clearly 
PaF, O#L(F) c L(F”) and L(F) E Y(H). Since $(F) must contain at least two 
different words, L(R) =L(H) holds. Thus Z z u ; o and either 
(a) u =abaj-*, u = ccbje2, or 
(b) u=ccbj-2, u=abaj-2. 
For a letter (Y of the total alphabet of F let y, be such that (Y s ya. Observe that 
ya is uniquely defined since F is deterministic. 
If (a) holds, then ccbje2=y,y,y,j-*. y,#A is clearly impossible (for then 
c E alph ya and y,y,yi-* contains at least j - 113 occurrences of c). Thus ya =/i, 
yb = ccbj-*. Then 
z g ccp2 2 
F F’ YcYcY;-2 
and from Fa F and (4.2) we get y,y,ybj-2 is a terminal word. But ycy,y,‘-” contains 
at least 2( j - 2) 2 4 occurrences of c; a contradiction. 
If (b) holds, then abaj-2=yCyCy~-2. Each of the following statements is clearly 
impossible: 
b E alph Y, , bEalphyb. 
Hence a contradiction easily follows. Consequently F is bad. 
(i.2) j = 1 and i I 4. Then let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S+d, d+abai-*, a+A, b-+ccdi-*, c+N, N+N. 
Now L(H) = (d, abai-2, ccdim2). An analogous reasoning as under (i. 1) then yields 
the badness of F. 
(ii. 1) j = 3. Let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S-taab, a+b, b-c, c-+d, d+N, N-N. 
Obviously L(H) = { aab, bbc, ccd} , Y(H) c L?(F) and each language of Y(H) con- 
tains at least three different words. That F is bad is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that F is good. Then F’, F” and F are constructed analogous to the con- 
struction under (i. 1). Observe that F is deterministic and L(F) = L(H). We then 
have 
z3u 5-0 :_w 
cntF cntF 
such that one of the following must be the case. 
(a) u=aab, v= bbc, w=ccd. 
(b) u=aab, v=ccd, w= bbc. 
(c) u =bbc, u=aab, w=ccd. 
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(d) u = bbc, v = ccd, w = aab. 
(e) u=ccd, v=aab, w= bbc. 
(f) u=ccd, v= bbc, w=aab. 
For a letter (Y of the total alphabet of F let ya be such that a =$ ya. Observe that 
y, is uniquely defined since F is deterministic. Observe that 
(4.3) for aE{a,b,c}, ly,lsl, 
since otherwise (using FaF and (4.2)) a terminal word of length greater than or 
equal to four would be in ,!(I’). 
For each of the cases (a) through (f) we will now derive a contradiction. 
If (a) or (d) holds, then (4.3) yields y,=d, hence Z f ccd i ddyd. From FaF 
and (4.2) we conclude ddyd is a terminal word; a contradictiyn. 
If (c) or (f) holds, then (4.3) yields yb=a, hence Z $ aab g y,y,a. From FaF 
and (4.2) we conclude y,y,a is a terminal word; a contradiction. 
If (e) holds, then (4.3) yields yb= c, hence Z 3 bbc + ccy,. From FaF and 
(4.2) we conclude ccy, is a terminal word. This is only possible if yC= d. Then 
Z 5 ccd i ddyd. Again using Fa F and (4.2) we conclude ddyd is a terminal word; 
a contradiction. 
Since we have derived a contradiction in the cases (a) through (f), F must be bad. 
(ii.2) j = 1 and i = 3. Then let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S-t e, e-+ aab, a+b, b-c, c-d, d+N, N-+N. 
Now L(H) = {e, aab, bbc, ccd). An analogous reasoning as under (ii. 1) then yields 
the badness of F. 
(iii. 1) j = 2. Then let H be the following EOL form. 
H: S-tab, a-+A, A-d, b+c, c-6, d+a. 
Obviously L(H) = (ab, ac, db, dc}, Y(H) c Y(F) and each language of T’(H) con- 
tains at least four different words. That F is bad is now proved by contradiction. 
Assume that F is good. Then F’, F” and F are constructed analogous to (i.1). 
Observe that FaF, F is deterministic and L(F) =L(H). We then have 
z F’ WI ,“$ w2 ,n+F w3 ,*$ w4 where (w,, w2, w3, w4} =L(H) 
Inspecting L(H), without loss of generality we can assume that w1 =ab (The other 
cases follow by symmetry). Then one of the following must be the case 
(a) w2=ac, w3 =db, w4=dc. 
(b) w2=ac, w3 =dc, w,=db. 
(c) w,=db, w3 =ac, w,=dc. 
(d) w2=db, w3 =dc, w4=ac. 
(e) w,=dc, w3=ac, w,=db. 
(f) w2=dc, w,=db, w,=ac. 
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For a letter of the total alphabet of r’ let ya be such that a i ya. Observe that ya 
is uniquely defined since F is deterministic. Also observe that 
(4.4) If abEL(H), a,pe{a,b,c,d) and ]y,(=2, then (ypI=O. 
This follows from (4.2), FaF and the fact that L(H) contains only words of length 
two. 
For each of the cases (a) through (f) we will now derive a contradiction. In cases 
(a) and (b), Y, $ ( a,ac} since otherwise neither w3 nor w4 can be derived. Thus 
y,=A and yb=ac. 
If (a) holds, then y, =A, yb = ac, yC = db, y, =A. Hence w4 = dc = ac; a contra- 
diction. 
If (b) holds, then y, =/I, yb = ac, y, = dc, yd = A. Hence ~74 =db = dc; a contra- 
diction. 
In cases (c) and (d), yb@ {b, db}. Thus yb =/1 and y,=db. 
If (c) holds, then y, = db, yb = A, y, = A, y, = ac. Hence w4 = dc = db; a contra- 
diction. 
If (d) holds, then ya = db, yb = A, y, = A, yd = dc. Hence w4 = ac = dc; a contra- 
diction. 
If (e) holds, then clearly y, $ (c, ac}. Thus y, = /1, yd = ac, ya = db, yb = A. Hence 
w2 = dc = db; a contradiction. 
If(f) holds, then clearly yd@{d,db}. Thus y,=db, y,=A, y,=A, yb=ac. Hence 
w2 = dc = ac; a contradiction. 
Since we have derived a contradiction in the cases (a) through (f), Fmust be bad. 
(iii.2) j = 1 and i = 2. Then let H be the following EOL form. 
H: She, e-+ab, a-+A, A-+d, b+c, c+b, d-+a. 
An analogous reasoning as under (iii-l) then yields the badness of F. Since (i.1) 
through (iii.2) exhaust all possibilities for ij> 1 the lemma holds. 0 
Lemma 4.6. Let F = ({S, a}, {a), P, S) be a terminal erasing initial forcing EOL form 
such that L(F)#0 and a;;tx implies xea*US *. Assume that (i = 0 or i is un- 
defined) and jl> 1. Then F is bad. 
Proof. Let F, i, j and I be as in the statement of the lemma. Observe that F has 
the following property. 
(4.5) If a : w, then WE a*. 
Also observe that for an interpretation G of F interpretations of the production 
S + S (if S ;: S) can only occur in the initial piece of a derivation. Then reasoning 
as in Lemma 4.5 (i. 1) through (iii.2) one gets that F is bad. The following modifica- 
tions should be made. 
(a) i should be replaced by 1. 
(b) Whenever we used productions Z + x we should use E: Z 3 x an isolated 
derivation of D: SbC”$Fx. 
(c) Whenever we used : we should now use 3. q 
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INPUT 
1 
(see Lemma 4.2) 
i :=max(k : a 7 Sk} if it exists, j := max{k : S ; ak> 
i:=max{k:a;:a ‘} if it exists 
BAD (see Lemma 4.2) 
(see Lemma 4.3) 
(see Lemma 4.5) 
(see Lemma 4.6) 
(see below) 
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We are now able to state the main result of the section. 
Theorem 4.1. Let F = ({S, a}, {a}, P, S) be a terminal erasing and initial forcing EOL 
form such that L(F) # 0. Then it is decidable whether or not F is good. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the theorem. Then to decide whether or not 
F is good, we use Diagram 3. 
All tests involved are obviously effective. We only have to prove the validity of 
test 7. If the outcome of test 7 is positive, then the only a-production of F is a -+ A. 
Consequently Lemma 1.1 yields that F is bad. If the outcome of test 7 is negative 
then we end with an EOL form F = {V, Z, P, S) such that L(F) = (a}, S ;: a and 




decidable by * No 
Theorem 2.1 
YES 
decidable by + No 
Theorem 3.2 
YES 
’ decidable by 
Theorem 4.1 
Diagram 4. 
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5. Main results 
Using the results of the previous sections we are now able to prove that goodness 
of {S, a}-forms is decidable. 
Theorem 5.1. Let F = ({S, a}, {a}, S) be an EOL form. Then it is decidable whether 
or not F is good. 
Proof. Let F be as in the statement of the theorem. Then to decide whether or not 
F is good we use Diagram 4. 
Test 1 is clearly effective (see, e.g., [ 14]), test 2 is effective by Lemma 3.1 and test 
3 is obviously effective. The theorem then follows from Diagram 4. q 
As can be seen from the above sections, there exists only two ‘different types’ of 
good (S,a}-forms. We will need the following definition first. 
Definition. Let F be an EOL form. Then the quadratic language family of F, 
denoted U’(F), is defined by U’(F) = (2’(F) : F’aF). Furthermore 
Y’(EOL) = {P’(F) : F an EOL form}. 0 
We then have the following result. 
Theorem 5.2. Let F = ({S, a}, {a>,P, S) be a good EOL form such that L(F) #PI. 
Then Y*(F)= {P2(EOL) or U2(F)= {2$: n 2 1) where Pn;“,= (K:K= (a1,a2, .. ..a.), 
mm}. 
Proof, Let F be as in the statement of the theorem. Recall that F is vomplete if 
and only if .Y2(F)=Y2(EOL) (see, e.g., [lS]). Also recall that for the EOL form 
F: S -+ a, a -+ a we have _Y2(F) = (_C$ : n 11) where 9” are defined as above (see, 
e.g., [12]). Then the theorem easily follows from the above observations and 
Theorems 2.1, 3.2, 4.1 and 5.1. 0 
In the literature most examples of good EOL forms are good (S,a}-forms or 
forms strongly connected to {S,a}-forms. The reason why only few ‘different’ 
examples are given is simple: as expressed by Theorem 5.2, only two ‘different 
types’ exist. 
We end the paper by the remark that generalizing the above results to arbitrary 
EOL forms might be very difficult. E.g., if an EOL form F has more than one 
terminal symbol, then the property that L(F) contains at most one word of each 
length does not hold any more. 
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